Contract to Restore America 2022
My pledge is to work in each of the areas below to restore our nation to the sound Republic it once was
and to make America great again.
1.

Resume Building the Wall (Secure the border) Illegal Immigration must be stopped.

2.

End Federal Dept. of Education (return to the state) these rights belong to parents and
states.

3.

Prioritize our Military & Veterans – When an illegal can sneak into our nation and have more
rights than those who have fought and many times been wounded for our freedoms it’s time
for change. We must prioritize both our active military and those who have faithfully served
in the past. End homelessness, and get them the help needed.

4.

Invest in our Military Technology- China is aggressively seeking to replace us as the world
leader and they cannot be trusted. We must lead in weapon technology.

5.

Support Law Enforcement- We all have seen the shameful treatment of some of America’s
bravest citizens. Our law enforcement needs both our vocal support and the means with
which to protect our communities.

6.

Create Opportunity Zones – Senator Tim Scott showed how effective these can be in helping
make a way for thousands of Americans to be able to create a very effective business.

7.

Establish School Choice – This would help so many of all races, but would definitely give to
the Black community the opportunity for talents young sons and daughters to get what our
current system has held back from them. This is a win/win

8.

Pro Life legislation – Its time, past time. Over 60 million babies have been killed through
abortion and Roe v Wade has been proven to be flawed. It’s time to end abortion in America.

9.

Reopen the Pipeline construction – If you have been to the pumps lately you know what Joe
Biden did to America shutting the pipeline work down. And allowing Russia to finish theirs in
Europe hurting America. For the first time in years we were energy self-efficient before the
Biden Administration.

10.

Restore Trump era tax incentives – These must be renewed. All Americans won with them.

11.

National Concealed Carry Reciprocity – Any gun owner trying to travel across this country
can tell you how troubling it is not to have Reciprocity. States like New York do not honor my
states Concealed Carry card.

12.

End medical mandates – Your health is your choice. Nothing in the Constitution would allow
for the Federal Government to mandate a specific requirement. The most loyal Americans,
have now been laid off or fired for refusing to get a vaccine that itself has been proven
flawed.

13.

Review all Military leadership – Under a particular former president many of our top Military
leaders were replaced with those whose loyalty to our Republic is questionable. Woke
leaders now sit at the top of the command. This must be reviewed and changed.

14.

Review and restructure the FBI and CIA – In my lifetime I never thought I’d see the day that I
thought our intelligence agencies were working against our Constitutional form of
Government but that seems to be the case. This needs to stop.

15.

Term Limits – If the President is held to 8 years then it seems fit that Senators and Congress
persons should be term limited. While there are many views I would gladly support
legislation to bring term limits to these offices.

16.

Create programs to strengthen families – Perhaps the most overlooked area when we see
the violence in our cities is the breakdown of the family. Churches and civic groups need to
work to renew the American family.

17.

Evict the United Nations – Why would America continue to keep an organization that has
constantly worked against us, on our soil. Giving them the UN building in New York, letting
them flaunt our laws, while footing a large portion of the bill. It’s time to let another country
house them.

18.

Election Integrity – Voter ID I fear for this nation if voter integrity isn’t reestablished. Photo
ID is a must. Even if it means the Government providing it free of cost. The lies of voter
suppression must be rejected and proven false.

19.

Review and limit the IRS. Under Biden monies were allocated to hire roughly 80,000 more
IRS agents, with one of their responsibilities to track our transactions in our bank accounts.
The IRS must be limited to collect the normal tax, or if possible replaced with a safer system.

20.

Fully support the US Constitution – The Constitution is the oldest enduring document of
national rule in existence. It has been badly abused in the past 20 years and needs to be
reestablished at the law of the land.

21.

Work to improve our entire district – While much of what a congressperson does is based on
National situations, I commit to fairly represent our district among all of Americas districts. To
help us excel and be an example to others.

